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EDITORIAL

OPINION

An Answer to Human Nature
Human Nature' is a new, slick
magazine that first appeared in
January 1978. It is published by
Human Nature, Inc., an affiliate
of the giant firm Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc. William Jovanovich himself is Chairman of the
Board of Human Nature, Inc.
The subject matter of the
mag,azine is wide-ranging and
interesting to the inquiring mind.
Its format is attractive and professional, as one would expect. In
short, Human Nature is a prestigious quasi-scholarly publication for
the general public.
In the April 1978 issue, the
lead article was "Attitudes, Interests, and IQ," by Sandra Scarr
.and Richard A. Weinberg. A subtitle on the contents page stated
that clear evidence now shows that
heredity affects intelligence and
interests, even prejudices.
Considering how easily the academic' community is spooked by
any reference to a connection between heredity and intelligence,
the subtitle invited further interest.
To be sure, there followed the
standard cleansing of the hands.
A statement from the Director,
Robert Ornstein, reassured readers
that ". . . the recognition of a
genetic component in intelligence
need not connote racism."
The conventional sophism runs
something like this : Race is in2

Entire Content!
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herited. Race is bad (unless your
genes came from a governmentapproved minority). Intelligence
is good. Therefore, intelligence is
not inherited. It is this illogical
difficulty
that Scarr-Weinberg
sought to overcome. To do so,
they had to prove that no correlation existed between intelligence
and race.
.
In the opinion of this layman,
they did not succeed. Their data
appeared incomplete or dubious;
they dealt with the preponderance
of the evidence to the contrary by
ignoring it.
Nevertheless, it was felt that the
article should be answered, all the
more so because of the very unwillingness of the academic establishment to allow the subject to be
discussed. In the absence of any
challenge, Scarr-Weinberg might
well compound error by default.
For this reason, Dr. Frank C. J.
McGurk, noted for his findings in
the field of comparative racial psychology, was asked to prepare an
a nalysis of "Attitudes, Interests,
and IQ" for The Citizen. We think
the subject of such importance that
the major portion of this issue is
devoted to Dr. McGurk's reply.
We believe you will find it instructive. We hope Drs. Scarr and
Weinberg do, too. We also hope
they will profit by reading Human
Variation, an important new book
featured elsewhere in these pages.
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A Professional Commentary

Attitudes, Interests and IQ - Hereditary?
FRANK MCGURK, PH.D.

I

N an article, "Attitudes, Interests,
and IQ" (Sandra Scarr and
Richard A. Weinberg, Human
Nature, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, April 1978), the authors seem
confused about what to say about
racial intelligence. The article introduces itself with a reasonable
defense of the view that intelligence is inherited, but this soon
ends. It is then written that racial
differences in intelligence are
caused by the environment in
which Negroes live, but when this
has run its course, it is back again
to a defense of biological intelligence.
In order to demonstrate that
racial differences are caused by the
Negro's environment, Scarr and
, \Veinberg describe a complex; study
of Negro infants who were adopted
by white parents. Scarr and Weinberg follow two separate lines of
thought in their study. One is that
if the two races, Negro and Caucasian, can be shown to present
the same "pattern" of IQ scores,
even though there are large differences between the Negro and
white mean IQs, the likeness of
"pattern" is proof that the differences in IQ are environmentally
caused. The other hypothesis is
that after a reasonable period of
adoption (1) if it can be demonstrated that Negro infants who are

adopted into white homes develop
a mean IQ that is above the mean
IQ of Negro children raised by
their biological parents, in the
usual.home; or (2) if the mean IQ
of the adopted Negro children is
higher than the mean IQ of their
biological mothers, either is proof
that racial differences in IQ are
caused by the environment.
About Negro and White
"Patterns" of Intelligence
Scarr and Weinberg argue that,
if the two races exhibit the same
"pattern" of IQ scores, the races
are equal in real intelligence, and
that any observed differences in IQ
are caused by environmental factors. However, in order for this
to be so, the Negro children must
have shared the same environment
as whites, and ideally, must have
shared that environment from infancy for as long a period as the
whites. The ideal subjects for such
a study are Negro infants who
were adopted by white parents
who raised these Negro infants
along with their own biological
children from birth.
Scarr and Weinberg do not state
clearly the "pattern" they seek, but
after the adoptees have had an
appropriate time in the foster
homes, the following are necessary
to the "pattern":

(a) Compare Negro adoptees
with white biological children with
whom the Negro adoptees were
raised. If the mean IQ of the Negro adopted children were to equal
the mean IQ of the white biological children, the argument that
intelligence is inherited would be
demolished. If the mean IQ of
the adopted Negro children were
closer to the mean IQ of the white
biological children with whom the
adopted Negro children were
raised than the mean IQ of randomly-selected Negro children is
to the mean IQ of randomly selected white children, it would
seem that Scarr and Weinberg
would accept this as evidence that
intelligence was not inherited, but
again, this is unclear. It might
have been expected that Scarr and
Weinberg would have accepted as
evidence that there were no racial
differences if the mean IQ of the
adopted Negro children bore the
same relation to the mean IQ of
the biological children with whom
they were raised as the mean IQ
of white adopted children bore to
the mean IQ of white biological
children with whom the white
adopted children were raised.
Scarr and Weinberg do not mention this.
(b) Compare Negro adoptees
with their biological parents. If,
NOVEMBER 1978
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after a long period ot living in
white adoptive homes, the mean
IQ of a sample of adopted Negro
children exceeds the mean IQ of
their biological parents, it appears
that Scarr and Weinberg would accept this as evidence that intelligence was not inherited.
In the demonstration of the
"pattern" argument, Scarr and
Weinberg describe an experiment
which involved a Black Adoption
Study, and a White Adoption
!S

Study. In the Black Adoption
Study, Scarr and Weinberg selected a set of 101 white families
each of which had adopted at least
one Negro infant, and raised him
(her, them) along with the adoptive parents' own biological children for a period of years which,
oddly, is not given in the argument. These families were selected
from a list of such families which
was prepared for Scarr and Weinberg by the Minnesota Department
of Public Welfare and the Minnesota Open Door SOciety, composed
of white families which had
adopted Negro infants. (ScarrSalapatek and Weinberg, 1975).
Presumably, the children were
adopted between 1953 and 1959,
and presumably the adopted children were 18.5 years of age at the
time the data were collected, but
this is not clearly stated in the article.
These Negro adopted children
whioh comprised the Black Adoption Study were carefully selected
as the most likely to profit by
adoption before they were placed
for adoption. The families which
were permitted to adopt these children were also carefully selected
to be high in education, income,
stability, mental health, and "interest in children," and to be the
most likely to give to the adopted
children the maximal mental stimulation. The mean IQ of the adoptive parents who were finally selected was 119. Among these 101
adoptive families were 145 biological children (white) and 176
adopted children (Negro). All of
the families that participated in the
study were said to be volunteers.
The fact that these families were so
6

raised by their biological parents
in whatever type of home these
parents could provide. Such homes
would hardly m.atch the adoptive
homes of the Black Adoption
Study. The mean IQ of the
adopted children (110) was also
considerably higher than the mean
IQ of their biological mothers
(who were described as of average
intelligence in one place, and
whose mean IQ was inferred as
103.5 in another).

Dr. Frans Boas (b.1858-d.1942), born
in Germany, was for some forty years
professor of anthropology at Columbia,
and is considered to be still a paramount
influence in conventional academic
thought in the field.

carefully and highly chosen is an
important characteristic of the
study, and this will be a topic for
comment later in this paper.
At the time of the study, after
having lived about 18 years with
these high-type white adoptive
families, the mean IQ of the 176
adopted Negro children was 110.
In another publication, (ScarrSalapatek and Weinberg, 1975),
the number for these adopted
Negro children is given as 99, the
mean IQ as 110, and the range in
IQ as 86 to 136. There is no explanation for the discrepancy, but
evidently the excellent environment did not work on all of the
adopted Negro babies. Scarr and
Weinberg (1978) describe the
mean IQ of 110 as a 15-point gain
over the mean IQ of randomlyselected Negro children who were
THE CITIZEN

The White Adoption Study was
done carefully also, and was in two
parts. One hundred and fifteen
( 115) white families were selected
from the records of the Minnesota
Department of Public Welfare.
This set of families became the
White Adoption Sub-set. Each of
these families had adopted white
children during the period 19531959, and the authors state that
the mean age of the adopted white
children was, when the data were
collected, 18.5 years. All of the
children were adopted in infancy,
as were the children in the Black
Adoption Study. No further description of the White Adoption
Sub-set is given. There were no
biological children in the White
Adoption Sub-set. All families
were volunteers, and were matched
against the families of the Black
Adoption Study for age, education,
income, and IQ. The mean IQ
given for the adoptive parents in
the White Adoption Sub-set was
not given, but the families were
called above average not only in
intelligence and education, but in
socioeconomic factors as well.
The mean IQ of the white adopted
children, at the time of the study,
was given as 116.7.
NOVEMBER 1978

The White Biological Sub-set
was composed of 122 families
selected by newspaper advertisements, newspaper articles, wordof-mouth, and from the families
in the White and Black Adoption
Studies. All were volunteers, and
all families were composed of
those in which there were biological children only. The families
were so selected ~s to match both
the Black Adoption Study and the
White Adoption Sub-set in age,
income, education, and IQ. The
mean IQ for the f.athers in the
White Biological Sub-set was 117;
that for the mothers was 113. The
mean age of the children at the
time of the study was also said to
be 18.5 years. The mean IQ of the
children was given nowhere in the
study.
Scarr and Weinberg comment
thus about "patterning" of the
adopted Negro children:
This pattern of results is exactly
what we found in the study of
adopted white adolescents. The IQs
of the adopted children averaged
6lf.! points lower than those of the
biological children but 6lf.! points
higher than those of their own parents, whose scores were estimated
to be average for the population.
(Scarr and Weinberg, 1978, p. 31)

Previous to the above quotation,
Scarr and Weinberg had noted
that the IQs of the adopted blacks
averaged 110, as was noted here.
This was called a I5-point increase
over ". . . the scores of American
Black children [non-adopted Negro
children] reared by their own
p.~rents." There is no comparison
given by the authors of how
adopted white children compare
with non-adopted white children.
Moreover, Scarr and Weinberg
7

fail to recognize that the mean IQ
of unselected Negro children is
much closer to 83 than to the 95
that the authors give.
Scarr and Weinberg note further
that the mean IQ of Negro children in the Black Adoption Study
was higher than the estimated
mean IQ of their biological
parents, but no mean IQ was
given for these biological parents.
As mentioned above, there was
an indirect hint that the mean
IQ of the biological parents
of the adopted Negro children was
103.5, and this is vastly higher
than the mean of unselected
Negroes. This is further evidence
that the adopted Negro children,
at the time of their adoption, were
highly selected for intelligence.

This Coffee Is
Richer

Once again no comparison data
are given for the relationship between the mean IQ of the adopted
white children and the mean IQ
of their biological mothers.
The authors comment also that
the mean IQ of the adopted Negro
children (110) was lower than that
of their adoptive parents ( 119).
Once more, Scarr and Weinberg
fail to show how this element of
their "pattern" compares with an
equivalent element of a white
"pattern". It would be interesting
to know whether the IQ of adopted
white children were lower than the
mean IQ of the parents who adopt
them. It is also said by Scarr and
Weinberg that the mean IQ of the
adopted Negro children (110) was
lower than the mean IQ of the
white biological children in the
same homes (116.7). As usual, no
comparison data are given for
similar whites.

Still later, Canady ( 1942a)
damned "interracial" studies, but
approved of "intraracial" studies,
and argued that the American
caste system was responsible for
"interracial" differences in intelligence. In his doctoral dissertation of 1942, Canady (1942b)
reiterated the same argument, but
at no time-then, before, or sincewas Canady able to show that racial differences in intelligence
were the result of environmental
manipulation. Scarr and Weinberg
are in the same position.

It can be said clearly that if
there is a resemblance between
the "patterns" of Negro and white
adoptees, Scarr and Weinberg
have failed on a number of counts
to show it.
Pattern analysis is not original
with Scarr and Weinberg. Canady
(1936a, b) argued that parentsNegro or white-from the high
socioeconomic brackets produce
brighter children than parentsNegro or white-from the lower
socioeconomic brackets.
Even
though the racial difference with
which Can.ady dealt was still
present and favorable to the
white, regardless of the socioeconomic level, Canady argued
that the similarity of the two
"patterns" was proof that the

6

same for white college students,
and even though the racial difference in IQ was far greater between Negro and white college
students than between Negro and
white kindergarten children (McGurk, 1975), Canady saw a sameness in the "patterns" that meant
equality to him. Scarr and Weinberg do the same thing.

THE CITIZEN

Thurgood Marshall as aHorney for the
NAACP is shown here in 1958 ascending
the steps of power (Supreme Court
building) to file papers in connection with
the Little Rock school-integration case.
Nine years later Marshall was made a
member of the Court.

races were equal in intelligence.
Canady also demonstrated that,
when Negro college students were
compared, those whose fathers
were in a higher occupational
classification produced brighter
children than those fathers who
were in a lower classification.
Canady argued that this was the
NOVEMBER 1976

At roughly the same time that
Canady was writing, M. D. Jenkins was presenting the same argument. Jenkins argued much as do
Scarr and Weinberg: the identity
of "patterns" of IQ scores within
both white and Negro populations
proved that races were equal in
intelligence even though white
IQs remained significantly higher
than Negro IQs at every element
in the "pattern" (Jenkins, 1939a, b;
1940). Jenkins carried Canady's
idea of "patterning" to the absurd
when he, Jenkins, argued that
0.3% of American Negroes obtained IQs at or above 140, and
that this proved that Negroes were
equal to whites in intelligence
(J enkins,
1949) .
There are,
roughly, 13 times as many whites

Helvenston & Company
Heber Helvenston
Bill Wilsmann
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at and above IQ 140 as there are
Negroes (McGurk, 1975).
Even if the "patterns" were the
same for both races, as Canady and
Jenkins (and Scarr and Weinberg)
believe, the differences in IQ are
still clear, still sizable, and still
significant. Even when Negroes
from the highest socioeconomic
brackets are compared with whites
from similar environments, racial
differences in IQ exist; actually,
the difference in mean IQ between
Negroes and whites of the very
highest socioeconomic levels are
greater than the differences between Negroes and whites from
the lowest socioeconomic level.
More opportunity for Negroes has
resulted in a greater difference between the Negro mean IQ and the
mean IQ of whites (McGurk, 1951;
1975) .
About Environmentally Induced
Increases in IQ
The second point used by Scarr
and Weinberg to prove that there
were no inherited racial differences
in intelligence is that the superior
environment of the adoptive homes
caused the mean IQ of the Negro
adoptees to exceed the mean IQ of
the biological parents by 6.5 points.
Not only that: this excellent environment caused the mean IQ of
the adopted Negro children to ex- .
ceed the mean IQ of Negro children, generally, by 15 points. (The
present writer has commented
upon this previously; if the mean
IQ of Negro children is 83, however, the adopted Negro children,
whose mean IQ was given by Scarr
and Weinberg as 110, has increased
27 points over the usual Negro
child).
NOVEMBER 1978

The most famous study of the
effects of a good environment on
IQ is the Skodak and Skeels study
(1949). Here, Skodak and Skeels
studied white adoptees who, like
the Negro adoptees in the Scarr
and Weinberg study, had lived
from infancy for 13 years in the
best environments that could be
found for them. At the time of the
study, Skodak and Skeels reported
the mean IQ of the adoptees to be
104.7, and it was said that this
represented a 21-point gain over
the mean IQ of their mothers
(83.7). Skodak and Skeels concluded that the 21-point gain was
caused by the excellent environments in which the adoptees lived,
and that this contradicted completely the theory that intelligence
was inherited.
In his report on the Skodak and
Skeels study, Jensen (1973) commented upon the many scholars
who had criticized the methodology used by Skodak and Skeels,
but agreed that the 21-point increase in IQ could have occurred
under the conditions described by
Skodak and Skeels. Not only that:
Jensen pointed ' out that such a
finding could have been predicted:
it could have occurred without
contradicting the hypothesis that
heredity accounts for 80% of the
variance in IQ. The statistics used
by Jensen are somewhat complicated, and an exposition of them
here would not clarify the findings
of Scarr and Weinberg, but the
reader should be aware that such
findings as are claimed by Scarr
and Weinberg only reinforce what
is known as the "polygenic theory
of intelligence".
(Continued on next page)
II

The polygenic theory of intelligence holds that intelligence is
governed by many genes, which
genes are transmitted from parent
to offspring, in pure form, at conception. These "many genes" determine 80% of the variance in IQ,
and environment (defined by Jensen as other than genetic factors)
determines the remaining 20% of
the variance. Thus, we can say
that both the 21-point increase in
mean IQ claimed by Skodak and
Skeels, and the 14-point increase
in mean IQ claimed by Scarr and
'Veinberg are part of the variance
in IQ which is controlled by environment.
Using a statistical formula that
took into account the intelligence
of the biological parents, the mean
IQ of the entire population of
whites, certain statistical factors,
and the assumption that 80% of
variance in intelligence was caused
by the "many genes," Jensen predicted the same data obtained by
Skodak and Skeels without duplicating their experiment. This
meant that the data obtained by
Skodak and Skeels were not evidence of the control of intelligence
by the environment, but simply a
reinforcement of the polygenic
theory of intelligence-in spite of

The Photographic Store of Jackson
Since 1926
513 E. Capitol St.
Jackson, MS
Dial 948-2847
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what Skodak and Skeels had said
to the contrary (Jensen, 1973) .
Adapting Jensen's formula to the
Scarr-Weinberg data, the mean IQ
of randomly-selected Negro adoptees, placed in randomly-selected
adoptive homes, was predicted to
be, roughly, 95. This prediction
represented the contribution of the
genes, only. Considering that the
Scarr-Weinberg children were not
randomly selected (they were very
highl y selected for intelligence) ,
the predicted IQ should easily be
expected to exceed 95, but how
much in excess is not possible to
compute. The difference between
95 and the 110 obtained by Scarr
and Weinberg is 15 points.
If adoptive homes could be
graded for excellence on some continuous scale, any adoptive home
could be graded along this scale.
Such a scale might run from -3
for the very poorest slum home
through-2 and -1 to zero. Negative values would indicate that a
growing child would be penalized
by such a home. Continuing from
zero ( which would represent a
neutral home), the ratings would
be positive: +1, +2, +3. The last
rated home would add the maximum to the IQ of a child. A set of
adoptive homes could, then, be
graded on such a scale, and the
gradings would be found to correlate with the intelligence of the
children residing within these
homes. All the available evidence
today indicates that the IQ of
children rises as the quality of the
home rises. This is partly the
contribution made to the IQ b}'
the environmental factors (other
than genetic f.actors) in Jensen's
predictive formula.
THE CITIZEN

In one of
de-bus in
in routine
previously

those school openings "without incident," beloved of the media, students
New Castle County, Delaware this past September. AP wire service reported
syle that purpose of busing was "to achieve racial balance"-an objective
declared illegal by Congress.

The homes used in the ScarrWeinberg study were certainly
close to a +3 rating; they were
the best that the Minnesota Department of Public Welfare could
find and, on top of that, Scarr and
Weinberg selected the best they
could find from the best available.
This means that ·these adoptive
homes made close to the highest
possible contribution to the IQ of
the Negro children who were
placed in them. It has been estimated (Jensen, 1973) that every
segment on the above home-rating
scale contributes about 7 points to
the IQ (or deducts that amount if
it is a negatively rated home); if
these adoptive homes were rated
NOVEMBER 1978

only +2, they would have contributed 14 of the 15 points
needed to raise the predicted IQ
of 95 to the obtained IQ of 110.
lf the homes were as high as +3,
and this is likely, the estimated IQ
of 95 becomes 116-the mean IQ
of the white biological children
living in the homes of the adopted
children.
The assumption of Scarr and
Weinberg that
their
experiment supported the environmental
theory of intelligence is as faulty
as was the claim of Skodak and
Skeels. Consider for a minute
what both the Scarr-Weinberg and
the Skodak-Skeels studies would
have found had they used run-of13

the-mill children for adoption instead of samples highly selected
for intelligence. They started with
unusually intelligent babies (one
with white babies, and the other
with Negro babies) and ended
with intelligent adolescents. This
is hardly surprising. In addition to
that, they placed these already
intelligent babies in the most
stimulating homes possible. Ending up with better-than-average
adolescents was assured at the
time of the adoption of these
children.
Despite Scarr and Weinberg, it
is still appropriate to say that the
widely-observed racial differences
in intelligence are largely inherited
even though the IQs of some
Negro children can be increased
by environmental manipulation.

But consider this: In order to
show the increase presented by
Scarr and Weinberg, society would
have to select the most promising
Negro infants for placement in the
most excellent of white adoptive
homes. How many such Negro
infants are there? Even if 1,000
such Negro babies could be
adopted by 1,000 such white
homes, how much change would
be made in the mean IQ of the
estimated 15,000,000 Negroes in
America?
There are other plaguing aspects
to the Scarr-Weinberg study. Is it
always that high-type white adoptive p.arents are required in order
to stimulate Negro babies? What
happens if and when Negro babies
are adopted into high-type Negro
homes? Are there no high-type

Striking high school teachers in Cleveland, Ohio, driven by starvation wages to eat
barbecued hot dogs, illustrate profound spiritual crisis of the intellectuals.
14
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Negro adoptive homes that stimulate adopted Negro babies as well
as white adoptive homes? We
have no data with which to answer these questions, but why have
we not? There are such high-type
Negroes in this country; why have
not studies been done on their effects on Negro babies?
About Some Other Things
Scarr and Weinberg devote two
paragraphs to a discussion of the
alleged "test" of the hypothesis that
"Blacks who have more European
and less Mrican ancestry should
have higher IQs than blacks with
less European and more African
ancestry." (Scarr and Weinberg,
1978, p. 31). The "test" of this
hypothesis was allegedly done in
collaboration with Andrew Pakstis,
Solomon Katz, and William Barker,
and it consisted of blood typing
samples from 350 Philadelphia Negro sohool children. From the
blood samples, estimates of Europoid and Negroid blood genes were
made for each child. To the sample
of 350 children, "... several tests
of intellectual skill ..." were administered, and it was found that
those children whose proportions
of Europoid genes were high
"... did no better or worse on the
tests than blacks of almost total
Mrican ancestry (p. 32).

If such a test as Scan and Weinberg describe were made, it would
have been the only one in its field
to yield such "unequivocal" results,
and it certainly would have deserved more space than two paragraphs of discussion. Moreover,
such a study would surely have
been published; nowhere in the
literature on Negro-white differences does such a publication apNOVEMBER 1978

pear. Scarr and Weinberg do not
indicate that the study was published, and this raises the question
about whether the study was a
truly scientific one, or whether it
consisted of data put together deliberately to demonstrate that
racial differences in intelligence do
not exist.
Even if Scan and Weinberg had
documented their work on blood
genes, their "unequivocal" results
would have contradicted all other
findings in the field. In 1921,
Yerkes published the results of a
study of the relationship between
illiteracy and skin color. Light
skin color was a designation of
more European ancestry than dark
skin color. Skin color classification
was made on two battalions of Negro recruits at Camp Lee, Va., in
1918, and the individual recruits
were classified as lighter or darker
according to the judgments of
" ... various examiners of the
groups." Regarding scores on the
Army Alpha and Army Beta tests,
Yerkes commented (Yerkes, 1921,
p. 565):
In alpha, the lighter negroes obtained a median score of 50; the
darker obtained a median of 30. In
beta, the lighter negroes obtained
a median score of 36; the darker
obtained a median of 29.
The percentage of darker negroes was greater among the illiterates than among the literates. In
the alpha group 82 per cent of the
negroes were darker and 18 per
cent were lighter; in the beta group,
88.5 per cent of the negroes were
darker and 11.5 per cent were
lighter.

In 1939, Tanser obtained the
pedigrees of Negro children who
were attending the public schools
in Kent County, Ontario. These
(Continued on Page 28)
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The authors of these original papers present modern scientific findings on the genetic and environmental causes
of human behavioral variations associated with age, sex,
and ethnic origin. Among the contributors, Richard Lynn,
in a chapter on "Ethnic and Racial Differences in Intelligence: International Comparisons," presents what is
probably the first attempt made in this generation to
derive a world map of intelligence from "culture-fair"
mental-test scores. The chapter by Robert G. Lehrke,
which gives evidence for genetic differences between the
sexes in the variability of IQ, deals with a highly controversial topic and presents findings hard to obtain
elsewhere. Arthur Jensen provides a unique treatment of
assortative mating, a fundamental issue in behavioral
genetics. Other topics covered are: patterns of mental
growth and changes in psychological abilities associated
with aging; dermatoglyphics as a quantitative gene
marker; age, sex, and race differences in psychomotor
learning and performance; and comparative heritabilities
as revealed by twin studies.

Arthur R. Jensen, Genetic and Behavioral Effects of Nonrandom Mating
Introduction. Genetic Consequences of Selection and Assortative
Mating in Terms of a Mendelian Model. Assortative Mating for Human
Traits: Empirical Findings. Effects of Inbreeding. Outbreeding and
Interracial Crosses. Summary. Appendix: Mendelian Algebra. References.
John L. Horn, The Nature and Dev~e~ntellectual Abilities
Overview of Theoretical Orientations. Development: Infancy. Development: Childhood. Development: Adulthood. Summary. References.
R. Travis Osborne, Race and Sex Differences in Heritability of Mental
Test Performance : A Study of Negroid and Caucasoid Twins
Previous Studies of Negroid and Caucasoid Twins . Purpose and
Sampling Procedures. Inheritance of General and Specific Mental
Abilities. Summary and Conclusions. References.
Robert G. Lehrke, Sex Linkage : A Biological Basis for Greater Male
Variability in Intelligence
Introduction . Comparative Rates of Retardation. Studies of Bright
Children. Family Similarities and X-Linkage. The Absence of Physical
Correlates . Summary and Social Implications. References.
Audrey M. Shuey, Own-Race Preference and Self-Esteem in Young
Negroid and Caucasoid Children
Introduction . Dolls and Puppets. Photographs, Sketches and Drawings, and a Coloring Test. Summary and Discussion of Own-Race
Preferences as Determined by Dolls Studies , Photographs, Drawings, Sketches. Children's Self-Social Constructs Tests, Self-Social
Symbols Tasks, Children 's Self-Concept Index, Illinois Index of SelfDerogation, and Where Are You Game. Questionnaire and Rating
Scales . Summary and Discussion of Self-Esteem as Measured by
Constructs and Verbal Scales. Concluding Statement. References.
Richard Lynn, Ethnic and Racial Differences in Intelligence : International Comparisons
Introduction. Galton 's Hereditary Genius. S. D. Porteus and the Maze
Test. R. B. Cattell and the Culture-Fair Intelligence Test. Ethnic and
National Differences in Intelligence. Causes of National and Ethnic
Differences in IQ. Summary. References.
Clyde E. Noble, Age, Race, and Sex in the Learning and Performance of
Psychomotor Skills
Introduction. Analysis of Skills. Interactions of Organismic Factors
and Practice Variables . Theory of Skill Acquisition . Summary. References.
Cyril D. Darlington, Epilogue : The Evolution and Variation of Human
Intelligence
Subject Index.

New Book Examines Differences
Associated with Age, Sex, Race
"For a people of multiple ethnic
and national origins, such as the
American, the psychological aspects of racial diversity are of compelling importance," states social
scientist Nathaniel Weyl in the
newly published study Human
Variation: The Biopsychology of
Age, Race and Sex, co-edited by
Mr. Weyl and Professors Clyde E.
Noble and R. Travis Osborne, both
at the University of Georgia (Academic Press, 1978, $19.50). The
editors and eight other specialists
commissioned for the project present original scientific essays exploring the genetic and environmental causes of age, sex, and race
differences in abilities.
Heredity versus Environment
As a group, the contributors of
essays to the volume support the
theory that heredity is a more
powerful factor than environment
in determining human abilities.
The idea that differences in abilities between people of different
races or sex originate in their genes
rather than in their environment
runs counter to the environmentalist point of view, which, until
recently, dominated both scientific
and popular opinion in this area.
Acknowledging the controversy
surrounding the subject, the editors state in their preface, "Notoriously in the domain of race, but
increasingly in discussions of sex
and age, conformity of opinion is
expected in the halls of ivy as it is
Ie

in the legislative
chambers."

and

judicial

Some Interesting Findings
Among the contributions to the
volume is an essay by Richard
Lynn of the New University of
Ulster (Ireland) which attempts
to derive a world map of intelligence from culture-fair mental
test scores. Studies of IQ in different parts of the world show that
the highest mean IQs are generally
obtained by Mongoloid populations originating in Japan and
China, followed by Caucasoid
populations deriving from Northern Europe. On the average, the
Japanese exhibit IQs significantly
above the Americans and the
British. Lower on the IQ scale are
peoples residing in the Middle and
Near East and in Southern Europe
(except Italy), followed by Amerinds (local races of North, South,
and Central America), MexicanAmericans, Afro-Americans, African Negroids, and Australoids.
Lynn finds that none of the possible explanations for the average
differences in population IQs is
securely established at this time.
In an essay concerning variability in intelligence among males
and females, Richard G. Lehrke,
a clinical psychologist at Brainerd
State Hospital in Minnesota, finds
a biological basis for greater male
variability in intelligence. Lehrke
notes that for genetic reasons,
there tend to be more males than
THE CITIZEN

females at the highest and lowest
levels of intelligence. He sees
consequences of considerable social importance in these findings
and states, "Facilities and programs for the retarded must be
planned with the expectation of a
greater number of males and with
the understanding that to a great
extent the reasons for the excess
are genetic rather than environmental. At the other end of the
scale, it is highly probable that
basic genetic factors, rather than
male cbauvinism, account for at
least some of the difference in the
numbers of males and females occupying positions reqUiring the
highest levels of intellectual
ability." Lehrke stresses that the
theory does not imply that males

have a greater range of intelligence
than females. He states, "The very
brightest women could very well
be on par with the very brightest
men-there would just be fewer of
them."
Other essays in the volume concern patterns of mental growth and
changes in psychological abilities
associated with aging; age, sex, and
race differences in psychomotor
learning and performance; and
comparative heritabilities as revealed by twin studies.
Academic Press, Inc., under imprint of which Human Variation is
published, is a subsidiary of Harcourt Brace JovanOvich, Publishers.
Orders may be addressed to Academic Press, III Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10003.

Nobel Prize-winner William B. Shockley, right, and attorney Donald Warden are shown
during their debate in San Francisco in 1973. Despite cultural factors in common
(academic background, media experience) hereditary differences between the two
are observable. Those who have heard Shockley in such contests say his opponents
generally win the debate-for Shockley.
NOVEMBER 197e
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Rhodesia: The Unpopular Truth
As our world hurtles towards its
new Dark Age it is not in Rhodesia alone that the future appears
bleak. It is only as we look beyond
politics to God that we see any
true hope.
In 1964 I enjoyed a little holiday
in what was the Gorongoza Game
Reserve in Mozambique. Happiness was written on the faces of
everyone there. Today the animals
have been eaten and there are four
Soviet-style "re-education camps"
of indescribable horror. A country
which was feebly trying to be
Christian has been compelled by
the Lisbon communist "coup" to
succumb to atheistic Marxism with
all its unimaginable horrors. The
people were not consulted. Millions in Mozambique would give
their right eye to have the Portuguese back with all their faults.
Not a soul dare say so.
Rhodesia is next on the list, and
only God can save us. No: western
countries could, but will not.

Is it worth writing more? Malcolm Muggeridge has demonstrated that the "media" have
largely substituted a world of fantasy for that of fact. So what is
the use of stating that countless
thousands of black Rhodesians do
not want the "black majority rule"
being imposed from outside? Not
half a dozen would stand up and
say so. Which is a pity, since it is
true. (Yes: I can hear the howls
of the wolf-pack!) Black people,
apart from a few power-seekers,
want better conditions and opportunities and more inter-racial cooperation. An all-black rule which
must succumb to communism has
few attractions. Yet blacks must
demand it. They are conditioned
by "world opinion," have a blistering contempt for the cowardice of
the "Christian" West and an understandable respect for the men with
the guns who abduct their children
by the hundreds.

Satan and His Instruments
In the S.alisbury "Sunday Mail"
of May 14th Dr. Elliott GabelIah,
co-Minister of Foreign Affairs,
described the abduction of his
nephews to Botswana. They were
scattered and their names changed
so that a personal search failed to
20

trace even one. "Sooner or later,"
says Dr. Gabellah, "they will come
back as fully indoctrinated communists." The abducted schoolgirls he saw were all pregnant.
Teething troubles of a brave new
world or the work of Satan?
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Satan, of course, has his human
instruments. The reality behind
our predicament is a marriage of
convenience between high financiers in the West and the Russian
communist leadership. Both are
determined to control Southern
Africa and its resources--the more
so since Rhodesia has balked them
since 1965-.and neither has the
remotest concern for the black
majority, the African nationalist
leaders or the white community.
Talk of human rights is a red
herring-startlingly red. In the
US and Canada the ratio of white
immigrant peoples to the original
occupants is 250 to 1. In Rhodesia. it is 1 to 22. Since the whites
came the blacks have increased
sixty-eightfold! Another red herring is the public pother about
racial discrimination. There are
indeed wrongs which would have
been righted long ago but for outside interference. But there are
also real problems. Differences of
language and culture cannot be
ignored. Sensible advances unhappily ' lead to escalating demands-"More! more!"-and the
uproar is not stilled till the dead
level of communist tyranny is
reached. Moreover, much of the
remaining discrimination is against
the whites. W'here are the campaigns to open the tribal trust
lands or for black conscription? While white boys lose
eyes and limbs in the defense of
our common homeland, black students at Salisbury university read
for their degrees. I defend no
wrong and no iniustice. But I believe Christians should be done
with claptrap and speak the truth.
NOVEMBER 1978
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Christ is
crucified by
those who claim

to act for His
Church while
His people are
murdered in His

name.

Terror
by
Father Arthur Lewis

FATHER ARTHUR LEWIS
Father Lewis's concern is with the
Gospel of the New Testament and the
battle for those countries of Southern
Africa where it still can be preached
and practiced freely. He has attacked
the use of the Churches to propagate
"the gospel according to St. Marx"
and to further terrorism.
Published by the Rhodesia Christian
Group, P . O. Box MP 177, Salisbury,
Rhodesia. $4.00. Or order from The
Citizen, P. O. Box 1675, Jackwn,
MS 39205
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The fundamental struggle is between a society for all races based
on Christian values and an externally imposed atheistic tyranny.
God can save by many or by
few. In the 16th century a God-

fearing minority turned back the
invading hordes at Malta and
Lepanto and saved Christendom
for 400 years. Europe's position
then was more desperate than
Rhodesia's now.

The Unseen Hope
Our position is indeed grave.
Kissinger ( acting for his paymasters) made sure of that in
1976. The internal accord of
March 3rd, 1978, to prevent a
Marxist takeover, was based on
two understandings given by Britain and America. If we accepted
Britain's "principles" and the "majority rule" which works nowhere
in Africa there would be an end of
sanctions and help to stop terrorism. Under "force majeure,"
but with proven good faith, we
agreed.
Britain and the US
reneged and again put up the
price: at present it amounts virtually to submission to the Marxist
"Patriotic Front," the men with the
guns. The interim government is
hardly a monument of cohesion
and drive: but it cannot deliver
the goods till the West finds the
integrity to keep its promises.
What
our
Prime
Minister
promised was to negotiate the
best settlement he could and
then put it to the whites (who are
making the concessions) in a
referendum. The bad faith of the
ex-Christian West means there is
now a real possibility of a "No"
vote - or widespread abstentions.
The Government's policy is to
press on with the accord, countering bad faith with good and win22

ing valuable time. I myself believe
the prospect of "free and fair elections" is unrealistic, but time is

would-be legislators can no longer
ignore it. The US administration
had to resort to palpable villainy
(.appealing to the fears of American tobacco farmers) to win its
Senate vote for the retention of
sanctions. The thieves will soon be
quarrelling. Can we hold outcan we win time long enough?
Only with God's help. But even
the so-called World Council of
Churches has overplayed its hand
with its grant to the Marxist
"Patriotic Front" which closes our
missions and murders our missionaries. The lay revolt in the
member-Churches is only begin-

ning. The Lambeth Fathers are
likely to find themselves officers
with dwindling armies.
Now is the time to remember the
words of Paul: "Having done all
to stand." Our Battle of Britain
and our Dunkirk have not yet
come. But God, our unseen hope,
can only work this miracle if our
hand is in His. Should we fail now
South Africa and the West fall too.
If with God's help we ride out the
storm we can yet come to the rescue of those who will not come to
ours. Occasional Newsletter of the
Rhodesia Christian Group, from
F.ather Arthur Lewis.

Senator Jesse Helms Deserves Reelection
J esse Helms is the son of the
former chief of police of Monroe,
N. C., who says he remains a smalltown boy who sometimes has
trouble realizing he is a member
of the Senate.
"I know is sounds corny and
country-bumpkinish," he recently
remarked, "but I still get a tingle
every time I walk into the Senate
chamber and take my seat."

Contrary to what you may have been led
to expect, these black women in Salisbury, Rhodesia, are not demonstrating
against Ian Smith, but against proposals
by U. S. and Britain.

priceless. The tragedy of our position is that Rhodesians are losing
confidence at precisely the moment
when the tide of popular opinion
is turning strongly in our favourso strongly that legislators and
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Helms worked his way through
Wake For~t College as a laborer
and dishwasher. He served in the
U.S. Navy from 1942 through
1945. After World War II, he
became city editor of The Raleigh
Times and served two terms on
the city council in the late 1950s.
He became well-known throughout North Carolina in the 1960s
when he presented daily editorials
on WRAL-TV Raleigh and the
Tobacco Radio Network.
NOVEMBER 1978

"The U.S . Senate is the only
public job I ever wanted," he says,
"and when I started running I
didn't think I had a chance."
Neither did most political experts in North Carolina, but when
the smoke had cleared in November 1972, Jesse Helms had soundly
defeated Democratic Congressman
Nick Galifianakis. There were
thos e who predicted that H elms
would modify his conservatism
when he got to Washington, D.C.
But they didn't know the man.
In the last 31/2 years, Jesse Helms
has compiled an unmatched conservative record in the U.S. Senate,
"guarding the gate." He has practiced as well as preached conservative principles. For example:
• In more than 2,200 roll call
votes, he has been present and
voting 97 percent of the time. • He has returned to the U.S.
23

ONE RANDOM GLANCE
STANDS FOR A SCORE:
Doctor's Wife Slain; Black
Rape Suspect Faces Charge

Senator Jesse Helms
of North Carolina calm, cheerful, compassionate, but a
man of rocklike resolution and incorruptible principlehas had a brilliant
first term in the
United States Senate,
and is expected to
win a well-deserved
second term.

Treasury $591,000 of the funds
allocated for his official use. He
has one of the smallest staffs in the
Senate. When he campaigned for
Ronald Reagan earlier this year
when the Senate was in session, he
returned that portion of his salary
to the U.S. Treasury.
• He has never taken a socalled "junket" at taxpayer expense. When he flies with the
President on Air Force One, he
sends his personal check equivalent to first-class commercial air
fare to the White House in payment for the flight.
The 55-year-old Helms has
b een in the forefront of almost
every important conservative legislative fight in the last four years.
He cosponsored legislation to
require the President to submit a
balanced budget to Congress . It
24

failed to pass the Senate b y only
three votes.
He has opposed forced school
busing, a consumer protection
agency, detente, giving up U.S.
sovereignty of the Panama Canal,
recognition of Communist China,
food stamps for college students
and union strikers, and the legal
services operation.
"Defeats don't discourage me,
he explains. "It's good to get people on the record. Some of these
senators' attitudes are set in
granite and we need to make them
feel the heat so they'll see the
light."
Helms, who likes to describe
himself as a "classical conservative," is generally popular with
reporters because of his candor.
-Conservative Digest.
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CHICAGO, Ill.-A 2:3-year-old
Chicago black man, free on bond
on an abduction charge, was
charged with kidnaping and
fatally shooting the 29-year-old
wife of a doctor. Hernando Williams, was charged with murder
and aggravated kidnaping in connection with the death of Mrs.
Linda Goldstone, according to
Investigators Robert Cornfield and
Dennis McGuire. The investigators said Williams, who lived with
his father, was 01,lt on bond from
Evergreen Park on a rape-kidnaping charge. Police believe that
Mrs. Goldstone escaped from her
captor shortly before dawn and
was trying to get help when she
was shot to death. She had ap-

proached a residence, asking for
help, and was told by a man inside
to "wait on the porch while I call
police." Minutes later, she was
found shot to death after neighbors heard gunshots. Police said
that before they could arrive, Mrs.
Goldstone was recaptured, taken
to a nearby garage, and shot once
in the head and once in the chest.
Mrs. Goldstone, a volunteer instructor at Northwestern Hospital,
had been missing three days after
she failed to arrive for a class she
taught in the Lamaze method of
childbirth. Homicide investigators
said Williams was picked up at
his home. He was questioned by
an assistant state's attorney and
was picked out of a police lineup
by a person who was in the vicinity of the killing.
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How A,bout a U. S. Court Ban
On Cailling Whites 'Honkys'?
By

GEORGE

W.

SHANNON

Comes now one Julian Bond,
black, male, a State Senator of
Georgia and president of the
Atlanta NAACP, petitioning the
U. S. courts to bar the word
"nigger" from r.adio and television
broadcasts.
In a suit filed in U. S. District
Court in Atlanta after the Federal
Communications Commission refused to ban the word in political
advertisements, Bond does declare,
depose and argue that, since the
FCC banned seven obscene words
dealing with hum.an sexuality or
excretion as "patently offensive,"
the word "nigger" should be
b anned also.

could create more problems than it
would solve.
From within the Caucasian race,
for instance, the courts could expect a deluge of petitions asking
that they outlaw the use of uncomplimentary designations under
which members of various nationalities have suffered throughout U. S. history.
The Irish, begorrah, could sue to
make other Americans quit calling
them "Micks."
The English could ask for a
permanent injunction against their
being labeled as "limeys," and the
French could seek relief from
being described as "frogs."

The U. S. Supreme Court, incidentally, upheld the FCC's ban on
the seven dirty words .

Italian Americans would be entitled to a court order banning the
words "wop" and "dago."

"I don't think there's any word
in the English language that's more
offensive to blacks" than the word
"nigger," Bond declared.

Jewish Americans would deserve
judicial relief from being called
"kikes" or "hebes."

While it is understandable that
Bond, being a Negro, is reflecting
his own negritude in deploring the
application of the word "nigger" to
members of his race, and while
most Americans will agree that it
is unfortunate that the term is used
occasionally by unthinking persons
who make disparaging remarks
about blacks, his petition is one
which, if granted and enforced,

The Chinese could sue to rid our
language of the word "chink." The
Japanese could seek a ban on the
word "Jap." And America's newly
arrived Vietnamese CQulld call for
a court decree against the name
"gooks" by which our GI['s referred
to them.
Bond's suit, if he wins it, might
even pose problems for the very
people in whose behalf it is filed,
for it is known that blacks-in jest
or in earnest-often called each
other "nigger" or "niggah." Spectators who occupied sideline seats
at a gridiron battle between two
major Negro football teams at the
Louisiana State Fair in Shreveport
several years ago still laugh when
they recall how, as the contest
reached a crucial stage, a guard
on one team raised a clenched fist
menacingly at his opponent on the

opposite side of the line and
warned: "Don't come by me,
Niggah!"
Too, a court victory could cause
Bond to be criticized by his peers
for not having sought a judicial
ban also against the use of the
words "coon," "spade" and "spook,"
all of which have been applied to
members of his race.
On the other hand, a favorable
ruling on Bond's petition might
open the way for oppressed white
Southerners to force the national
news media to refrain from referring to them as "rednecks" and
"hillbillies."
And certainly-once the word
"nigger" is outlawed-all of the
nation's white folks will be entitled
to a court order to make blacks
quit calling them "wasps" and
"honkys."

Mexican Americans could request a cease-and-desist ruling
against the use of the term "spic."
Poles could sue to outlaw the
word "Polack" and Germans could
ask that the word "kraut" be eliminated from Americans' vocabularies.
Americans whose "roots" are in
the Orient would also have cause
for complaint.
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Julian Bond, right, is shown here with Joan Little in 1975, during her trial for firstdegree murder of an elderly white jailer, whom she said she repeatedly stabbed with
an ice pick because he sexually assaulted her. She was acquitted of the murder charge,
but remained in prison on ,other charges, until she escaped a year ago. Efforts by
her and radical leftwing elements to deny North Carolina extradition failed, and in -July
of this year she pleaded guilty to escape charges. Her time in prison, to which she
was returned, was lengthened six months to two years.
NOVEMBER 1978
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IQ - HEREDITARY?
(Continued from Page 15)

children were the descendants of
escaped slaves who had reached
Canada via the underground railway in the period preceding the
War Between the States; they had
lived in Canada for generations.
The families had stayed close to
each other, and knew each other
well. Tanser felt that he had obtained what he considered adequate genealogies. On all three
intelligence tests which he administered, T anser found that Negroes
of mixed ancestry were superior to
full-blooded Negroes, and Negroes
of three-quarters white blood were
superior to all others. However,
one could not make more specific
statements than thes e about the
relation between ancestry and IQ.
F or example, on two of the three
intelligence tes ts, mulattoes obtained higher IQs than quadroons.
Tans er's samples were small, and
one should understand these latter
findings as indicative rather than
conclusive. There was no question
about the superiority of those Negroes of mixed ancestry over the
full-blooded
Negroes
(Tanser,
1939; 1941).
In 1941, Pasamanick published a
somewhat confusing study on the
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ability of dark-skinned and lightskinned Negro infants. All subjects were under 12 months of age
at the time of the first examination; they were re-examined six
months later. When 13 lightskinned babies and 21 darkskinned babies were initially
examined, the light-skinned babies
had higher Developmental Quotients than the dark-skinned babies
on .all five subtests of the Yale
Development Schedule. However,
when the babies were re-examined, reversals occurred on two
of the five subtests; the darkskinned babies obtained higher
Developmental Quotients on Gross
Motor Development and Language Development than did the
light-skinned babies. Without further data, it would be purely
speculative to note that this reversal of D evelopmental Quotients
may represent the maturing of
Negro genes; Pasamanick also
showed that his sample of low
socioeconomic Negro b abies had
higher D evelopmental Quotients
on Gross Motor D evelopment and
Language D evelopment than a
sample of high socioeconomic
white b abies of the same relative
ages. Highly developed gross
motor behavior and well developed

subdivided his Negro sample into
four subgroups instead of two, a
consistent finding of superiority of
the IQ of the group with the highest proportion of white ancestry
was not present.

Dr. Arthur R. Jensen, professor of educational psychology at the University of
California, Berkeley, stunned much of the
academic world with his scholarly presentation and support of the view that
heredity is the predominant determinant
of intellectual capability.

language ability may be characteristics in which Negroes show precocious development .when compared with whites, and, in infancy,
could be called Negroid characteristics.
Scarr and Weinberg's discussion
of the lack of positive correlation
between Europoid blood genes
and the IQ of Negroes may be a
simple statistical artifact . As long
as a sample of Negmes is dichotomized into light- and darkskinned subjects, the available
literature is consistent in showing
that the light-skinned Negroes
obtain higher IQs than the darkskinned, and this can be called
\Unequivocal. When any sample
of Negro subjects is broken up
into a number of smaller subgroups, the number of subjects in
each subgroup decreases and
statistical measures obtained from
anyone subgroup are less reliable and equivocal. When Tanser
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In the sense that Scarr and
Weinberg used it, the presence or
absence of a positive correlation
between Europoid ancestry and
IQ tells nothing about Negrowhite differences in intelligence.
It seems reasonable to believe
that Scarr and Weinberg's denial
of such a correlation was included
in their article in the hope that
such a denial would also negate
the entire literature on racial differences. Scarr and Weinberg
were not successful; the available
data on racial differences in intelligence shows clearly that Negro
IQs are not only significantly lower
than white IQs, but also that there
is absolutely no evidence that the
difference is caused by environmental factors.
Some interesting evidences of
unsuspected relationships among
humans .are presented in the latter
part of the Scarr-Weinberg article.
One's attitude toward authority
seems to be inherited. Biologically
related people ( who share the
same gene pool more closely than
unrelated people) are more like
each other in this respect than unrelated people. The same can be
said for personal interests; adopted
children do not share the personal
interests of their adoptive parents
as do the biological children of
such parents. And there seems to
be an inherited predisposition toward one's professional ambitions.
(Continued on Next Page)
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Epilogue
I wish to stress that the data obtained by Scarr and Weinberg
( 1978) and Scarr-Salapatek and
Weinberg
(1973)
h ave been
achieved not on the average
Negro infant, but on the rare
Negro infant. The same can be
said for studies of the same sort
on white infants ( Skodak and
Skeels, 1949). In all of these
studies, the children were very
highly selected, and adoption was
permitted only by those families
who were approved by a social
agency. Random samples of children would not have produced the
same results, even if they were
placed in the same type of home.
Using highly selected children,
placed in highly selected adoptive
homes produces spectacular results which can be palmed off by
propagandists as what would always h appen if the environment
were changed . This is not accidental; there are many writers
who purposely play up such findings because of the need they feel
to show that there are no inherited
race differences. Often, these people are careful not to include
erroneous data in their articles;
they prefer to remain on the side
of the angels simply by omitting
facts unpleasant to them. Thus
it is that a number of writers,
Ashley-Montagu foremost among
them, who have quoted the Army
Alpha and the Army Beta data of
World War I to show how the
good environment of the northern
states made the Negro draftees
superior in intelligence to the
white southern draftees. This, on
30

occasion, was so, but the Army
data are presented by the equalitarians as what always happens.
Ashley-Montagu, and others like
him, omitted to tell their readers

This is "Ashley-Montagu," or Ashley
Montagu. The British "Who's Who" says
this anthropologist is the son of Charles
and Mary Ehrenberg.

that the scholar who collected the
Army World War I data (Yerkes,
1931) h ad warned that the use of
Alpha and Beta data should be
avoided because these data were
not repres entative of either Negroes or whites. The propag.andists ignore Yerkes.
No one, anywhere, has successfully demonstrated that environment is as important as heredity.
On the other hand, there is much
evidence that environment does
not do what the social scientists
claim it does. It is necessary for
the American reader to be wellTHE CITIZEN

enou!!h informed about race differen';;es so that h e can know when
he is b eing propagandized, and
the Scarr-Weinberg article is excellent propaganda.

Scarr-Salapatek, Sandra and R. A. Weinberg. When black children grow up
in white homes. Psychology Today ,
1975, December, pp. 80-82.
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